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SUMMARY

The primordial germ cells originate in the regloti of the caudal end of

the primitive streak, root of the allantois, and yolk sac splanchuopleure,

and migrate to the gonadal ridges where they divide to form the oogonia of

the female and gonocytes of the male. In the female, the transition to

oocytes occurs in utero, and the female mammal is born with a finite number

of oocytes that cannot be replaced. By contrast, the gonocytes of the male

initiate divisions soon after birth to form the spermatogonial stem cells,

which persist throughout reproductive life of the male and are capable of

regenerating the seminiferous epithelium after injury. As a result of

these basic differences in gametogenesis, the response of the male and

female to radiation and chemicals is different. Any loss of oocytes in the

female cannot be replaced, and if severe enough, will result in a

shortening of the reproductive span. In the male, a temporary sterile

period may be induced owing to destruction of the differentiating

spermatogonia, but the stem cells are the most resistant spermatogonial

type, are capable of repopulating the seminiferous epithelium, and

fertility usually returns. The response of both the male and female

changes with development of the embryonic to the adult gonad, and with

differentiation and maturation in the adult. The primordial germ cells,

early oocytes, and differentiating spermatogonia of the adult male are

unusually sensitive to the cytotoxic action of noxious agents, but each

agent elicits a specific response owing to the intricate biochemical and

physiological changes associated with development and maturation of the

gametes. The relationship of germ cell killing to fertility is direct, and

long-term fertility effects can be predicted from histological analysis of



the gonads. The relationship to genetic effects on the other hand, is

indirect, and acts primarily by limiting the cell stages available for

testing, by affecting the distribution of mitotically active stem cells

among the different stages of the mitotic cycle, and thereby, changing both

the type and frequency of genetic effects observed.



INTRODUCTION

The level of our understanding of the effect of radiation, chemicals,

pollutants, and noxious agents in general on the gonads, and the

relationship of these effects to fertility and to transmission of genetic

damage is dependent upon our understanding of the normal process of germ

cell development. Some of the problems to be discussed here were phrased

over a century ago, but it is only within the last thirty years that the

direct lineage between primordial germ cells and the definitive gametes has

been firmly established, and significant progress in describing

spermatogonial stem cell renewal has come only within the last twelve

years. On the basis of these advances, much progress has been made in

characterizing the response of the different stages of gametogenesis, and

in applying these data to an understanding of the hazards of radiation and

chemical exposure on fertility and possible' genetic damage. Many questions

concerning normal germ cell development remain, however, and we also are

woefully Ignorant of th< basic mechanisms involved in mutagenic and

cytotoxic action of radiation and chemicals.

Normal gametogenesis: male

The primordial germ cells originate in the region of the caudal end of

the primitive streak, root of the allantoic mesoderra, and yolk sac

splanchuopleure. From there, they migrate to the germinal ridges by route

of the dorsal mesentery (12,19,60,99). Mitotic division occurs both during

migration of the germ cells, and after they reach the germinal ridges. The

initial stages are the same in both sexes, but diverge at about 12-13 days

in the mouse, when testis and ovary can be distinguished morphologically

(60). Mitotic activity of the gonocytes decreases at 14-18 days in the



male and only rare cells are indivislon at birth (3,60). DNA synthesis

begins in the first few hours after birth (75), the definitive stem cell

population and differentiating spermatogonia appear, and the entire process

of spermatogenesis is initiated (75,93). As spermatogonia differentiate

into spermatocytes, their numbers are replenished by divisicr. and

differentiation of the stem cells through the process termed stem cell

renewal.

The problem of identification of the stem cell and description of stem

cell renewal has had a long history, for it was recognized by Ben-ia over a

century ago that the continued production of spermatozoa over the

reproductive life of a male mammal required continuous renewal of the

spermatogonial population (4). The spermatogonia were first described by

LaValette (51), and Regaud (84) was the first to recognize that the A

sperraatogonia were the most primitive cell type of the seminiferous

epithelium, a conclusion which was supported by subsequent experiments with

radiation (85). For excellent reviews of the literature prior to 1965, see

Hannah-Alava (40), Clermont (13) and Roosen-Runge (87). Classification of

stages of the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium by the technique of

Leblond and Clerraont (52) led to the identification of 4 classes of type A

spermatogonia by Monesi (61), and a 5th class was identified by the study

of segments of seminiferous tubules mounted in toto (14). A meticulous

study of tubule whole mounts in the rat (42), a similar study in the mouse

(86) and long—term H—thymidine labeling in the mouse (71) demonstrated

that this 5th class of spermatogonia, given the term A by Clermont and

Bustos-Obregon (14), actually are the active stem cells of the testis

(42,46,71,86)j and maintain their own numbers by the process of division



and also replenish the generations of differentiating spermatogonia. These

cells have been given the term A (A stem, A single) to describe both their

stem cell ro.le, and their occurrence as single, isolated cells in the

tubule (79).

In whole-mounts, the interphase nucleus of the stein cells is small

(Figs. 2,4), ovoid or spherical in shape, with heterogeneous finely

granular chromatin and an inconspicuous nucleolus (42). They sometimes

have an irregular, lobed nucleus suggestive of cells with ameboid

properties. In sections they have an oval, darkly-staining nucleus with

granular chromatin and an indistinct nucleolus (71) (Figs. 5,6). A study

of their cell-cycle properties revealed at least two populations of A

spermatogonia in the rat, one with a cell-cycle time of about 50 hours, and

a second, long-cycling population that could have a cell-cycls time as long

as 13 days (43). Labeling with H-thymidine demonstrated that these cells

eventually divide and forir labeled daughter cells. A comparable analysis

has not been made in the mouse, but heavily labeled A (Fig. 3)

s

spermatogonia are frequently observed 207 hours (one cycle of the

seminiferous epithelium) after ii-TdR labeling, ana these cells also divide

(Fig. 9) to form both labeled A and A (Fig. 10) spermatogonia (71,73,

s pr

79). The above observations, both in the rat and mouse, are positive proof

both of the long-cycling property of Ag spermatogonia and their active

stem-cell role. The initial step in differentiation is not known, but the

formation of a pair of cells connected by a cytoplasraic bridge appears to

be an irreversible step toward the production of spermatozoa (45).

However, since both slow and fast-cycling A , A , and A , sperraatogonia

s pr ax
all have the same nuclear morphology, positive proof that only the



long-cycling A spermatogonia have a stem-cell role has not yet been

possible.

On the basis of the above studies on the stem cells, Huckins (42,44)

and Oakberg and Huckins (79) have proposed the model of stem cell renewal

shown in Figure 1. The A (Figs. 2,5) upermatogonia can divide to form

s

more A cells, or, cytokinesis can be incomplete, forming a pair of cells

(A ) (Figs. 3,4,10) connected by a cytoplasmic bridge. With subsequent

division, groups of connected A . cells 2 in number are formed, still with

the nuclear morphology of the A and A . Collectively, these all are

referred to as "undifferentiated" type A spermatogonia because of their

similar nuclear morphology (44), but formation of the pair probably is the

initial step in an irreversible developmental sequence. The A 1 in stages

5, 6, and 1 transform into A. (Figs. 11,16,17) sperinatogonia which divide

at the end of stage 1 to form A, (Figs. 12,18), with subsequent divisions

giving rise to A3 (Figs. 13,19), A^ (Figs. 14,20) In (Figs. 15,21) and B

(Figs. 16,22) spermatogonia. The B spermatogonia divide to form

preleptotene spermatocytes (Fig. 11) which enter DNA synthesis in stage 1

and begin the long meiotic prophase which culminates in the raeiotic

divisions in stage 3 with formation of spermatids. Although the above

description is specific for the rat and mouse, the basic principles apply

to all mammals, and probably most members of the animal kingdom (40), with

species specific morphology of the type A spermatogonia and late

spermatids. B spermatogonia, primary spermatocytes, the meiotic divisions,

and early spermatid stages have similar morphology in all mammals.

The development of the different cell types is closely synchronized,

and gives rise to the characteristic cellular associations represented by



regions of the tubules which are in different stages of development. The

complete series of tubule stages constitutes one cycle of the seminiferous

epithelium. On the basis of the acrosome development in spermatids,

Leblond and Clermont (52) described 14 stages in the cycle of the

seminiferous epithelium of the rat, and Oakberg (66) described 12 in the

mouse. Arrangement of the stages on the basis of acrosome development

automatically reveals the developmental sequence of differentiating

spermatogonia and spennatocytes. Not only the cell type, but the number of

cells in any given stage can be predicted, and comparison of counts in

control and treated animals is used in assessing the effects of cytotoxic

agents (65,66,73,78,79). However, only 6 stages of the cycle, identifiable

on the basis of the 6 generations of differentiating spermatogonia, can be

recognized in whole mounts. For this reason, Oakberg and Huckins (79)

proposed the classification given in Table 1. The spermatogonia

characteristic of these stages are represented in Figures 11-16 for

whole-mounts, and in Figures 17—22 for sections.

The concept of a spermatogenic wave progressing along the tubule was

proposed early in the study of the testis (4,18,84), but irregularities

such as reversal of the progression of stages makes it more practical to

think of the succession of stages in the dimensic of time, i.e., a given

spot in the tubule will pass through all stages in the cycle of the

seminiferous epithelium during a time interval which is a constant for the

species. This is ~207 hours in the mouse, 13 days in the rat (depending

upon strain) and 16 days in man. Four complete cycles of the seminiferous

epithelium are required for development of the A. speraiatogonia of mouse

and rat into mature spermatids in the testis (52,66). At least one



additional cycle is required for development of A into A. speraiacogonia,

so the duration of spermatogenesis is ~43 days in the mouse, 65 days in the

rat, and ~90 days in man. Study of the cellular associations after

irradiation (67) progression of H-thyraidine labeled spermatocytes in

irradiated testes (20), and after 6-mercaptopurine injection (76), and

endocrinological studies (15) all indicate that the rate of spermatogenesis

is a species constant that is not affected by experimental procedures.

There is evidence, however, that spermatogonial development proceeds more

rapidly in the juvenile animal (41).

Once the cellular associations were described and the duration of the

cycle of the seminiferous epithelium determined, it was obvious that

information on the duration of each stage of the cycle would allow

observation of effects on selected cell types at any desired stage of

subsequent development. For this purpose, the 207 hour duration of the

cycle was apportioned among the 12 stages in the basis of the frequency

distribution of a sample of 200 randomly selected tubule cross sections

from each of 12 control mice (67), and in a later study, of 16 control mice

for the frequency distribution of the six stages described by Oakberg and

Huckins (79) (Table 1). From this, the times required for each cell stage

to develop into mature spermatids and be released from the tubule was

calculated (Table 2). The seven days required for transit from testis to

ejaculate (78) was added to these estimates to give the time at which

specific stages are available for fertilization. It is clear that all

stages except the stem cell have short lives in comparison to the total

reproductive span, and the stem cell therefore is the single most important
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cell type in both reproductive and genetic effects of radiation and

chemicals in males.

Radiation response

Prenatal and neonatal. The immature rat testis has three periods of

high sensitivity to radiation-induced sterility. The first, in the

13.5—17.5 day embryo, is associated with high mitotic activity of the

primordial germ cells, and is common to both sexes (2,55). The second, and

most sensitive period in the male occurs during the period of low mitotic

activity of the germ cells just before birth until 2 days postpartum in the

rat (2). The induced sterility can be traced to killing of germ cells and

resulting deficiency of spermatogonia in the adult. Resistance increases

as the first type A spermatogonia appear, but a third period of sensitivity

occurs at 17 days. A similar response occurs in the mouse, but at slightly

younger ages. In contrast to the rat,, the newborn mouse is not sterilized

by doses of several hundred rads (94). Comparable information is not

available for other species, including man, but similar patterns of

response are likely to occur and particular care should be taken to avoid

radiation exposure of the fetal, neonatal, and juvenile testis.

Adult

Males are initially fertile after acute radiation exposure owing to

continued development of cells irradiated as spermatozoa, spermatids, and

spermatocytes (72,85). A period of temporary infertility then ensues with

doses of 20-300 R depending upon genetic strain and species, and fertility

usually returns as surviving stem cells repopulate the seminiferous

epithelium. The dose of 20 R is for man, and is not based on demonstrated
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lack of fertility, but is a result anticipated from the known effect of

small acute radiation exposure on sperm count in men (88). The sterile

period is of longer duration after high exposures owing to killing of

spermatocytes, extensive gonial killing, induction of very high levels of

dominant lethals in spermatids, and slow repopulation of the seminiferous

epithelium when the number of surviving spermatogonia is low (72).

Development of spermatids is not affected by doses as high as 1500 R

in the mouse (78), 32,000 R or more is required to affect the motility of

human sperm, and the fertilizing capacity of rabbit sperm is normal after

an exposure of 65,000 R (11). Thus spermatids and spermatozoa are

extremely resistant to direct effects of radiation on their development and

function. They are sensitive, however, to the Induction by radiation and

certain chemical mutagens of presumed point mutations, and to chromosome

breakage with resultant high frequency of dominant lethality and chromosome

rearrangements (7,31).

Chromosome breakage in primary spermatocytes of the mouse shows the

same changes in sensitivity with meiotic stage that have been observed in

other species, including plants (77,98). Chromosome breakage is highest in

diakinesis-metaphase I, and lowest in preleptotene and leptotene.

Sensitivity to cell-killing, as measured by production of spermatids, shows

the reverse pattern, with diakinesis-metaphase I being the most resistant

and preleptotene the most sensitive. As a result of induced chromosome

breakage, sperraatids derived from spermatocytes exposed to 100 R or more

show an abnormal size distribution ranging from micronuclei to obviously

polyploid nuclei owing to various levels of aneuploidy and heteroploidy

(78,85).
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The induction of a sterile period and subsequent recovery of fertility

both arise from the spermatogorn al response. This was described by Regaud

and Lacassagne (85), but analysis of the response of the different

spermatogonial classes became possible only after description of the cycle

of the seminiferous epithelium and timing of germ cell development were

available. It now has been demonstrated that the primary radiation

response of the rapidly cycling A , A , A ,, and all differentiating
S pt 3.-L

spermatogonia is cell death (61,62,65,72,73). Observation of eariy

intervals revealed a high incidence of necrotic fperraatogonia at 12-18

hours (62,65). Cell division is rare at this time, and study of early

stages of degeneration indicated late interphase or early prophase as the

stages where degeneration occurs (62,65). This varies somewhat for the

different generations of spermatogonia (62). With early spermatogonia A.,

death is delayed until the cells approach their first post-irradiation

division several days later, and the long-cycling stem cells continue to

degenerate up to 7 or 8 days after irradiation. In the meantime, division

of surviving cells has begun, and the concurrence of continued degeneration

and repopulation makes determination of the minimum numbers of surviving

cells impossible. From the above, it follows that the stern cell is the

most important cell type in radiation response. Other spennatogonia have

short life spans, and owing to their high sensitivity to cytotoxic agents,

also are likely to be eliminated by cell death.

The stem cells surviving radiation doses of 150 R or more are almost

exclusively from the long-cycling compartment (46,79). Furthermore, cells

in DNA synthesis are sensitive (73), and selective killing restricts the

survivors to a progressively narrowing segment of the cell cycle with
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increasing dose. As a result, the mitotic index is initially reduced, and

initiation of recovery is delayed at high doses. The pattern of cell death

in stem cells is similar for that of A. spermatogonia, and as a result,

minimum cell count is not reached until 7 or 8 days after treatment

(Table 3). This is further indication that the cell cycle time of the stem

cell approximates one cycle of the seminiferous epithelium (207 hrs). It

is of note that the effect of agents that induce slight but still definite

reduction in stem cell numbers is detectable only at 207 hrs. after

treatment.

The survival curve for undifferentiated spermatogonia is smooth

throughout the 100-100C R range (73,,90) (Fig. 23). The representation of

different stages of the mitotic cycle among the survivors, however, is

dependent both upon dose and dose-fractionatlon. Labeling with H-TdR 24

hrs prior to irradiation suggests comparable percentage labeling in

controls and sperraatogoiiia pj • e-.c 207 hrs after doses of 100-600 R. The

number or labeled cells is significantly reduced below control at, 1000 R,

and enhanced if the dose is given in two 500 R fractions 24 hrs apart.

Thus at the highest doses used, distribution of survivors among stages of

the mitotic cycle is changed, and may be a factor in the reduced number of

mutations/roentgen/locus observed with a single exposure of 1000 R, and the

enhanced rate observed with the 500 + 500 R dose (73). Such relationships

must be accepted with caution, however, for the number of mutations is so

low that it is impossible to relate them to a specific stage of the stem

cell cycle. The results of labeling prior to irradiation also have

significant bearing on mode.3 of stem cell renewal and repopulatlon after

radiation-induced depletion of spermatogonia (79).
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The fact that the cells surviving radiation are capable of

repopulating the seminiferous epithelium is clear demonstration of their

stem cell role, and secondly, that many of them are labeled if H-thymidine

is given before irradiation is irrefutable evidence that the stem cell of

the testis is in continuous cycle (73,79). Furthermore, the data yield

information on mitotic activity of the stem cells during repopulation.

Various authors have suggested that stem cells enter a period of rapid

division in order to replace the depleted spermatogonial populations.

First of all, if this were so, one would not expect to see labeled cells

207 (Figs. 8-10) and 414 hrs after labeling (73), for label would be

diluted beyond recognition by rapid divisions. Also, there is no effect of

dose on percent labeled cells over the 100-600 R range, yet few stem cells

are killed by 100, and many are killed by 600 R. Finally, the relative

positions of all doses except control and 500 + 500 R is maintained from

207 to 414 hrs (73). This suggests that stem cell cycle properties have

not been affected in the 0-17 day interval, yet repopulation already has

begun. All of the above considerations suggest that radiation exposure

does not affect the cell cycle properties of A spermatogonia.

s

Mitotic activity of stem cells. The above conclusion is in agreement

with recent data demonstrating the lack of effect of radiation on the

circadian rhythm of cells in the corneal epithelium (89) and bone marrow

(64). The effect of fractionation interval on frequency of chromosome

breakage, length of sterile period, and frequency of specific locus

mutations is more likely the result of partial synchronization of the stem

cells by killing of sensitive stages of the mitotic cycle. This is

supported by the fact that 75% of the cells are labeled by a single
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injection of JH-TdR 3 days after 150 R, and 5 days after 300 R. This

suggests that mitotic activity has an oscillating pattern with time after

exposure, and the effect of fractionation interval is a reflection of the

response of the preponderant stage at any given interval. Eventually these

oscillations are damped as the synchrony is lost and the population returns

to a normal distribution among the mitotic stages. That the synchrony is

lost is proof that cell cycle times are variable, and the division of the

A spermatogonia into only slow- and fast-cycling classes probably is an

oversimplification. Differences observed with short fractionation

intervals also may be influenced by either damage of repair mechanisms of

the cell, or by failure of repair before the second dose is given.

A possible complication in the study of fractionation effects could

arise if mitotic activity of the stem cells had a circadian rhythm.

Recently, circadian rhythms have been shown to be a significant factor in

mitotic activity after irradiation of the corneal epithelium and bone

marrow (64,89). Absence of a circadian rhythm in spermatogonia was

reported by Sullough (9), and later we confirmed his observation

(unpublished data). The procedures used, however, d W not identify the

stem cell. Recently we initiated such a study in the mouse using segments

of tubules mounted in toto. The highest mitotic rate of A spermatogonia

of ~2% was observed at 10 and 11:00 a.m., but owing to high variability

among mice, this was not significantly higher than the overall mean of

1.4%. Similar results were obtained for DNA synthesis where mice were

given H-TdR, irradiated with 300 R X-rays 24 hrs later, and killed 207 hrs

after labeling. The labeling percentages varied from 14 to 21%, but did

not differ from the mean of 18%. Since the slides for exposure to 300 R
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were available, sections were scored for effect of time of day on survival

of A spermatogonia 183 hrs after irradiation. Again there was no
s

indication of a circadian rhythm, with number of stem cells per 200 tubule

cross-section ranging from 33 to 41 with a mean of 36.7. On the basis of

these results, it appears that the seminiferous epithelium is different

from other cell-renewal tissues of the body in that mitotic activity is not

influenced by a circadian rhythm. Therefore, time of day can be ignored in

fractionation experiments and in the time that tissues are taken for

observation. One must be aware, however, that the data on raitotic index in

controls includes both slow and fast-cycling A spermatogonia, and there is

a possibility that a circadian rhythm in the slow-cycling cells is masked

by the larger, more rapidly dividing compartment.

Stage of cycle of the seminiferous epithelium, however, does have an

effect on both mitotic index, where the 1.7% observed in stage 5 is

significantly higher than for other stages, and in percentage of labeled

cells observed 207 hrs after the combined H-TdR labeling and radiation

treatment, where frequency of labeled cells is low in stages 1 and 2 of the

cycle. Therefore, the common practice of selecting only certain stages of

the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium for study could lead to erroneous

conclusions.

Response to chemicals. Information on the normal process of

gametojenesis and the basic techniques for study of the testis are the

principal carryovers from radiation work to the investigation of the

effects of chemicals. Because of the large number of chemicals tested, and

the wide differences in their response, a complete converage of the

literature will not be attempted. Instead, a few selected examples will be
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used to illustrate general principles important in evaluating the effects

of chemicals on the testis.

That certain chemicals are cytotoxic to the germ cells, and can

produce sterility in the male has been known since the work of Jackson and

colleagues (47,48,81) in the 50's. The action was termed radiomimetic

because of the induction of temporary sterile periods with subsequent

recovery, but more refined analysis show that response to radiation

differed from response to chemicals and furthermore, that the response to a

specific compound was unique (47,48,81). In spite of the numerous papers

published in the following 30 years, and the number of chemicals tested,

this statement is still valid, and we still do not understand the bases for

the differences in response to even closely related compounds. A

comparison of the effects of some of the more thoroughly tested chemicals

is presented in Table 4. It is clear that all compounds inducing mutations

in steu. cells are cytotoxic, but that not all cytotoxic agents induce

mutations in stem cells. Comparison with dominant lethality and heritable

translocations shows the sac.e lack of correspondence with cytotoxic action

on the undifferentiated spermatogonia. Therefore, killing of testicular

cells cannot be used to predict genetic effects, but it can demonstrate the

presence of cytotoxic substances even in the absence of demonstrable

dominant lethality, translocations, or gene mutations.

We have studied only two compounds In detail, 6-mercaptopurine because

is was suggested that It may alter the rate of gametogenesis (34), and

..thyl nitrosourea because of its high mutagenicity for spermatogonial stem

cells (92). The result with both of these chemicals reveal how the

response shifts with germ cell stage, undoubtedly In relation to changes in
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organization of the DNA and associated biochemical and physiological

processes occurring during differentiation.

One-hundred fifty mg/kg 6-inercaptopurine had no effect on

undifferentiated spertnatogonia (A , A , A , ) • A, cells were slightly

reduced in numbers, but A, spermatogonia (counted as In and B cells 72 hrs

later), were reduced to 52% of control. A,-In spermatogonia, scored as

preleptotene spermatocytes at 72 hrs, showed no decrease from control, yet

these cells show chromatid and iso-chromatid breaks in diakinesis at

14-15 days (34). The response obviously is changing with spermatogonial

differentiation, but wtî t makes the A, gonia sensitive to immediate cell

death when the precursor A. and AT gonia and the A,, which are derived froa

the division of A.-, likewise shc»; no early cell death? Also, what is

unique about the late A, and In cells that results in a delayed effect

expressed as chromosome breakage at days 14 and 15? Type B spermatogonia,

which are derived from the In do not show this effect (76).

It has been demonstrated repeatedly that radiation and chemicals have

no effect on the rate of garaetog ;ucsis or on minimum sperm transport time

(20,67,76). This is demonstrated in Figure 24, where appearance of labeled

sperm in the ejaculate is compared for males given 150 mg/kg 6-mercapto—

purine and controls. Labeled sperm reached the ejaculate at the same time

in both groups, confirming the conclusion of earlier workers. Labeled

sperm persisted in the ejaculate for a longer time in the 6-mercaptopurine

treated males, however, indicating an increase in maximum sperm transport

time, most likely as a result of oligospermia (76). That passage through

the epididymis and vas deferens is longer when sperm numbers are low had

not previously been demonstrated, but could have been inferred from
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radiation data, where induction of a sterile period requires higher doses

than would be predicted on the basis of spermatogonial killing.

Since spermatogenesis and minimum sperm transport time are unaffected

by 6-mercaptopurine, preleptotene spermatocytes, which show no detectable

chromosome breakage at diakinesis-metaphase I, are nevertheless responsible

for the dominant lethality observed 32.5 - 35.5 days after 150 mg/kg

6—mercaptopurine. Conversely, the chromatid and isochroraatid breaks

observed on day 14 apparently do not result in dominant lethality (76).

Our previous experience with radiation response of spermatogonia was used

to resolve this question. An exposure of 150 R. of x-rays, known to be an

LD.QQ for A^-In, and B spermatogonia was given prior to 150 mg/kg

6-mercaptopurine, thus limiting dominant lethality to a spermatocyte

response. The response was the same as observed with 6-mercaptopurine

alone, demonstrating that it clearly was a preleptotene response (76).

Dominant lethals were higher at 36.5 - 41.5 days in the combined treatment,

most likely as a result of the severe oligospermia induced.

The results with 6-mercaptopurlne demonstrate that the response, in

terras of cell lethality, chromosome breakage, and dominant lethality

changes dramatically with progression through development of even closely

related cell types. Furthermore, the minimum times estimated for cells in

the testis to complete development and to reach the ejaculate are valid;

sperm transport time in the epididymis and vas deferens can be increased in

treated males however, leading to a mixture of cell stages different from

controls at certain intervals after treatment. Finally, tl:a relationship

between detectable chromosomal damage at diakinesis metaphase I does not
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always conform to expectations developed from radiation or results from

other chemicals such as TEM.

One of the first observations we made with ENU was how long it took

for the stem cell count to reach a minimum. In our first dose-curve

experiment mice were killed 3 days after injection, but the dose response

was flat for 100, 150, 200, and 250 rag/kg. This was unexpected, for the

length of the sterile period was known to increase with dose. Our results

could be explained, however, if cell death in the long-cycling stem cell

compartment was delayed. A second experiment showed this to be true, with

the lowest value observed 8 days after both 50 and 100 rag/kg (Table 5).

This is different from radiation, where time at which the lowest number of

cells is observed is dose-depe.'dent (Table 3). Such a long delay in

reaching a minimum makes estimation of the number of surviving cells

difficult, for recovery and continued cell loss overlap (77). That this

was the case was shown by H-TdR labeling where recovery of DNA synthesis

began at 48 hrs, and had reached control levels by 72 hrs after injection

of 100 mg/kg ENU, yet cell numbers are declining rapidly at this time.

Labeling was above control (41-56%) from 6-9 days, but not as high as the

75% observed 3 days after 150 R and 5 days after 300 R.

In contrast to results with radiation, there was no difference in the

number of labeled cells observed at 207 hrs in nice given H-TdR 24 or 1 hr

before ENU with respective values of 2.5 and 2.3% labeled spennatogonia

compared to 18% for controls. This is quite different from the radiation

results, where labeling of cells 207 hrs after 100-600 ft given 24 hrs after

3H-TdR is at the control level (21%), but reduced to only 6% if irradiation

occurs while the cells still are in S (73). This result suggests that
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synchronization of stem cells by killing sensitive stages of the cell cycle

should be less marked after ENU than after irradiation.

An effect previously not observed with radiation or chemicals was

observed for spermatocytes exposed to ENU in leptotene (77). No change

was seen until 4 days later, when degeneration occurred in early pachytene.

The sensitive stage was not long, but reduced the number of pachytene

spermatocytes from 35 per tubule to zero in some cases. Spermatocvt-.es in

preleptotene and early pachytene were unaffected, raethyln.'.trosourea (MNU)

did not show this effect, but it was induced by 455 mg/kg hydroxyethyl-

nitrosourea (HENIJ). Delayed effects of this nature have been observed

previously for chemicals, for example, the delay in occurrence of

chromosome breakage after 6-mercaptopurine and TEM (33,34) and the

expression of cell lethality in spermatogonia after ENU (77). However,

this phenomenon is not limited to chtmicals, for irradiated spematogonia

often do not degenerate until they reach late interphase or early prophase

of their first post-irradiation division (62,65), and primary spermatocytes

show no detectable damage until they reach diakinesis—raetaphase I, when

many cells degenerate (78). For irradiation, it appears as if expression

of damage is delayed until critical stages in development are reached, but

for chemicals, one cannot distinguish between delay in expression of

initial damage from binding to sensitive sites with subsequent iiduction of

lethality.

Finally, comparison of 75 mg/kg MNU, 57-455 mg/kg HENU, and 50-250 rag/kg

ENU revealed similar cytotoxic effects on the spermatogonia of the mouse

(77). On the basis of the testis response, one would never predict that

only WV would be highly mutagenic in stem cells. This is another
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demonstration of the observation that all of the agents producing mutations

in stem cells also are cytotoxic, but not all agents that kill stem cells

are uiutagens (Table 4).

The exquisite sensitivity of certain sperraatogonial stages to

cytotcric agents provides a sensitive test for the presence of chemicals in

the testls even in the absence of genetic and fertility effects. This can

have significant impact on interpretation of the lack of effect of a given

chemical, for though not of importance in a laboratory test on a specific

strain of experimental animals, both the magnitude of the response, and the

significance of a small effect can vary both with species and genotype.

FEMALE

Normal oogenesis

The initial stages of garaetogenesis, including site at origin of the

primordial germ cells, their migration to the genital ridges, and raitotic

division are the sane as in the male (2,3,12.19,55,60). At about 13 days

in the mouse, however, the female germ cells begin to enter meiotic

prophase (19,60), and by birth, all oocytes are in late pachytene,

diplotene, and the arrested state of diffuse diplotene (dictyate). All

oocytes enter the diffuse diplotene stage within a few days after birth.

The same pattern of gametogenesis occurs in all species, but on different

time schedules associated with different lengths of gestation. The rabbit

is unique in that oogonial divisions continue until about 2 weeks after

birth, but in most mammals, the female is born with her total supply of

oocytes. The stage of arrest is in diplotene of meiosis, but the degree of

chromosome condensation varies from the condensed nucleus of the guinea

pig, the more typical diplotene of the human, to the highly diffuse
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dictyate stage of the mouse and some other rodents (74). Response of the

female to cytotoxic and rautagenic agents differs greatly from the male, for

except in specific embryonic and fetal stages, the germ cells are almost

exclusively in diplotene of meiosis, and oogonia do not persist after birth

or the early post-natal period. Therefore, any loss of oocytes cannot be

replaced, and may have irreparable effects on both physiology and fertility

of the adult•

At the time of arrest in development, the oocyte is surrounded by a

few follicle cells with small, oval nuclei and a flattened cytoplasm that

completely envelops the oocyte (6,60,80,82). The stimuli that initiate

folLicular growth are not known, but at intervals a few follicles begin to

increase in size through division of the follicle cells, the oocyte begins

to enlarge, formation of the zona pellucida occurs (74), the metabolic

activity of the oocyte, as indicated by RNA synthesis, increases (70), and

after several weeks, mature Graafian follicles are formed. Most follicles

and their contained oocytes are destined to degenerate; only a few complete

development and are ovulated. Since the oocyte pool is fixed at birth, this

normal attrition results in a continued decline in oocyte number with age

(69,83), and in experiments where number of oocytes are counted, it is

essential that the controls are matched for both strain and age. The rate

of loss is the same in pregnant and virgin females (69), but can be

accelerated by exposure to radiation and chemicals (Fig. 25). The

increased rate of loss can continue long after a single radiation exposure,

and could result either from effects on the oocyte, the follicle, the

relationship of the follicle cells to the oocyte, or the ovarian milieu in

which the follicle develops.
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Different terminologies have been applied to the stages of follicular

and oocyte growth, and as a result it often is difficult to compare data

presented in the literature. The nost precise system of classification is

that proposed by Pederson and Peters (82), a slightly modified version of

which is presented in Table 6 and illustrated in Figures 26-36.

Radiation response

Response of the female, both in terras of genetic and fertility

effects, is different from the roale owing to basic differences i.i

gametogenesis (2,3,55). The two sexes have a common response only during

the early divisions of the primordial germ cells (2,3); once meiotic

prophase is initiated in the ovary, the paths of gametogenesis diverge, and

so likewise the response of the gonads to radiation and chemicals.

The ovary is sensitive during mitosis of the primordial gem cells,

then becomes more resistant as the oocytes enter meiotic prophase (3). In

all species so far investigated, oocytes pass through a very sensitive

stage in early diplotene (3,17,68,83), and in the case of the mouse,

hamster, and rat, oocyte arrest occurs in this stage. In other species,

the sensitive stage appears to be of short duration, and asynchrony of

development protects the prenatal female from the sterilizing effect of

acute radiation exposure (17). Continuous or fractionated exposure

in utero can induce permanent sterility, however, and some species are even

more sensitive than the mouse when exposure occurs in utero. In the mouse,

oocytes that have just reached the diffuse diplotene (dictyate) stage are

more sensitive than the arrested oocyte of the adult. An LD of only

8.4 R has been estimated for stage 1 oocytes of the 10-day-old mouse
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(Fig. 37). By 14-21 days, depending upon strain response of early oocytes

of the mouse is comparable to that of the adult (17,83).

The arrested oocyte of the adult mcise is extremely sensitive to

radiation—induced cell death (63,69), whereas comparable stages in other

species are quite resistant. As the follicle and its contained oocyte

grows in the mouse, resistance to radiation increases (63) and once the

growing oocytes have attained a follicle with a single layer of cuboidal

cells, they have both a common nuclear morphology and a similar radiation

response in all mammals so far investigated (1). In the mouse, at least

one litter is obtained after an exposure of 400 R, indicating high

resistance of follicles that will be ovulated at the next estrus. On the

other hand, a dose of 50 R will induce permanf-.t sterility after about 4

litters owing to destruction of arrested oocytes in the smallest follicles.

Response of mature oocytes is similar in the human female, where one or two

menstrual cycles occur after acute radiation exposures of 300 - 400 R

(49,100). A period of araenorrhea then sets in, but in contrast to the

mouse, ovulations begin again several months to a year later owing to

development of the radiation-resistant "arrested" oocytes (49,100).

Because of these differences, the female mouse often is considered a poor

model for the human (1). This is true as far as fertility is concerned,

but as will be shown in the following paragraphs, has little relationship

to genetic effects.

After an exposure of 50 R of x-rays, all the mutations obtained in the

mouse are from conceptions occurring in the first 7 weeks after exposure

(91); the observed mutation rate in litters conceived more than 7 weeks

after irradiation is actually (but not significantly) below the control
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rate. In evaluating the relevance of genetic data in the mouse to other

species, it therefore becomes important to identify the stage in oocyte

development at which this shift in mutational response occurs. Timing of

oocyte growth by labeling the zona pellucida with N-[ H]acetyl-D~

3 3

glucosamine, D-[l- H] glucosaraine, and N-[l- H] fucose indicated that the

change occurs after the oocytes have initiated growth, and in a stage that

is similar both in nuclear morphology and in radiation response in all

mammals (74). The early oocyte that is sensitive to killing in the mouse

therefore has no bearing on species comparisons for genetic effects, and

the mouse may be a better model for mammals than is coramcnly thought. It

appears logical that a cell with as long a life span as the oocyte (months

in mice, decades in the human) would evolve efficient repair mechanisms,

and the only comparison that has been made suggests that this indeed may be

true, fo guinea pigs have arrested oocytes that are resistant to

radiation-induced killing, yet they also show a low frequency of dominant

lethals just as do early oocytes in mouse and hamster (16).

Early oocytes of tne mouse make a sensitive test system for measuring

the cytotoxicity of radiation and chemicals (Fig. 37) and for demonstrating

the presence of such agents even in the absence of genetic and fertility

effects. Quantitation of follicle stages l-3b is straightforward, for

degeneration in controls is rare among these stages. In treated mice,

degeneration is rapid and oocytes can be counted 72 hr after treatment

without difficulty. As the follicle acquires multiple layers of cells,

however, the frequency of degenerating follicles in control mice increases,

and in some stages, especially 5 and 6, the majority of follicles are

atretic. It has long been known that degeneration is the common fate of
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most follicles and their contained oocytes, with only a few reaching

ovulation. This causes no problem in the normal course of reproduction,

and there is some evidence that degenerating follicles serve a hormone

secreting role. However, this high level of atresia does cause serious

problems in evaluating the effect of noxious agents on the ovary,

especially since no exact criteria exist for classifying follicles as

normal or atretic. A complete continuum from the unquestionably normal to

the obviously degenerate with corresponding variations in frequencies of

necrotic cells and apparently normal mitoses occur in all follicle stages

of more than two layers. Quantitation of the growing follicles therefore

is highly subjective.

The effect of oocyte loss is expressed at the end of the reproductive

span (29,69). An experiment where 25 R of X-rays was given to 10-day-old

females is used as an example (Fig. 38). Oocyte numbers were reduced to

only 3.9% of control at 56 days, when the females were mated, yet

reproductive performance was reduced to only 35% of control (69).

Reproduction in the irradiated group ceased by 38 weeks, whereas matched

controls continued to breed for 75 weeks (Fig. 38). Oocyte counts given in

Fig. 25 reveal two interesting phenomena: (1) oocyte loss occurs at a more

rapid rate in the irradiated than in the control females, and (2) sterility

occurs in the irradiated females because the oocyte supply is exhausted

whereas it occurs from physiological reasons in controls, for several

hundred oocytes remain in the ovaries of control females at the end of

their reproductive cycle. Such effects may be difficult to detect in other

species, such as the human female where number of births is low, and

usually limited to the early part of the reproductive span. Physiological
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consequences of an earlier than normal onset of menopause because of

depletion of the oocyte pool, however, deserves serious consideration.

Chemicals. Investigation of the effects of chemicals on the ovary is

much more limited than for the testis, but the data are adequate to

demonstrate effects that are a hazard to reproductive performance. In

addition to direct effects on the ovary, the response of females is

complicated by possible physiological effects on ovulation, implantation,

and maintenance of the embryo and fetus.

Embryo and fetus. Only a few studies have been made on the embryo and

fetus, but they are adequate to demonstrate that dividing primordial germ

cells and oogonia are more sensitive to the cytotoxic action of chemicals

than the oocytes of either the late fetus or adult (59). For example,

iscpropyl methane sulfonate (IMS) induces sterility in the female offspring

if given to the pregnant rat on day 13 or 14, is less effective on days 15

and 16, and has no effect on fertility if given on day 20. Azathioprine

and Its active metabolite, 6-mercaptopurine, also are toxic to oocytes of

the developing ovary, but not in the adult ovary (56,59). Those compounds

showing oocyte toxiclty in the adult (cyclophosphamide, benzo[a]pyrene,

IMS), have proven to be cytotoxins in the developing ovary as well (59).

Owing to higher sensitivity to both radiation and chemicals, exposure of

the fetal and neonatal ovary can have serious effects on subsequent

reproductive performance. Yet, this is a neglected area of research.

Furthermore, a compound like 6-mercaptopurine which has no effect on

fertility of the adult mouse, but can sterilize both males and females

in utero (59) demonstrates that risk of chemical exposure cannot be fully

evaluated by tests on the adult.
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Adult. Compared to the male, relatively few studies have been caade on

the effect of chemicals on female reproduction, but they reveal the sane

complexity of response observed in the male, with the added variable of

genotype (25,29,32,35,58). Female mice of different strains not only vary

in their sensitivity to the direct action of cytotoxic agents, but also in

their ability to repair genetic damage induced in the male after the sperm

has entered the egg. Also, analysis of fertility effects in females can be

affected by possible physiological effects on ovulation, implantation, and

maintenance of the embryo.

With the exception of IMS, which kills follicles with an antrurn (32),

chemicals that affect female fertility do not interrupt continued develop-

ment and ovulation of oocytes that have initiated growth, but once

ovulated, they are not replaced owing to destruction of the "arrested"

oocytes in small follicles. This response is similar to that observed for

radiation exposure, and myleran, 9, 10 - Dimethyl - 1, 2 -Benzanthracene,

Triethylenemelamine (TEK), cyclophosphamide, benzo[a]pyrene, and

ethylnitrosourea are examples of this class of chemicals (Table 7).

Reduction in fertility is expressed at the end of the breeding span, and it

is important that total reproductive performance be assessed in order to

detect an effect (29,69). This is especially true for compounds such as

6-mercaptopurine, methylmethanesulfonate (MMS), chloro-9-[3-(ethyl-2-

chloroethyl)amino propylamino] acridine dihydrochloride (ICR-170), ethyl

methanesulfonate (EMS), and N-methyl-N'-nltro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG)

that have only a slight effect (29).

In cases where neither fertility nor genetic effects are observed,

reduction in number of oocytes often can be detected by counts of serial
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ovarian sections. The procedure is the same as described for X-rays, and

has been used extensively by Mattison (56,57,58,59) and others in an

analysis of the effect of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons on the ovary.

As pointed out for X-rays, these effects may not affect reproduction in

laboratory animals, but they may have serious physiological consequences in

other species, for example, an earlier onset of the menopause in women.

Also, we have to recognize that there not only are species differences in

response to chemicals but that genotype also is a significant variable

(35,58).

MECHANISM OF CELL DEATH

In spite of decades of work, the mechanisms involved in cell death

remain obscure. It is known that chromosome breakage leading to aneuploidy

or heteroploidy of daughter cells can lead to cell death, but this cannot

be a major factor in spermatogonial or oocyte killing, for most

spermatogonia degenerate in late interphase or prophase before they divide

(62,65), and the oocytes most sensitive to cell-killing are arrested in

diplotene of meiotic prophase. The response can be immediate with

detectable changes in the cells as early as 3 hr after irradiation, or it

can be delayed, as demonstrated by the response of stem cells and

sperraatocytes to both radiation and chemicals. For example, a single

exposure of 25 R Co Y rays results in accelerated oocyte loss up to

200 days later (Fig. 25). Furthermore, one must account for the changes in

response with differentiation and development, the differences in response

between even closely related sperraatogonial classes, the unique response of

different meiotic prophase stages, and the changing response during

spermiogenesis. Also, what occurs during growth of the mouse oocyte to
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change It frora a cell refractive to mutation induction and sensitive to

cell killing to a cell sensitive to mutation induction and resistant to

cell killing by radiation? It is easy to associate response to a noxious

agent with morphologically recognizable cell stages, but this nay be

possible only because of correlated and unknown biochemical and

physiological differences involved in the intricate biological process of

differentiation.

The organization of the chromosomes of the arrested oocyte has

received considerable attention in reference to cell killing (1,70,74) but

this hypothesis is difficult to reconcile with the fact that the oocyte

is in diplotene of meiotic prophase, with a 4 N complement of DN&. It is

difficult to see how doses of only a few rads could induce sufficient

chromosome damage to kill the cell, with degenerative changes evident even

minutes after irradiation. The high sensitivity of the mouse oocyte

suggests that the sensitive target either Is the entire cell, or that there

are a large number of small targets, inactivation of any one of which will

lead to cell death. The work of Parsons (80) with radiation, and of Gulyas

and Mattlson with chemicals (39) indicate that the mitochondria are the

first cellular organelles to be affected. This would also agree with the

destruction of growing oocytes with H-uridine (70), for the beta radiation

would be concentrated in the RNA-rich cytoplasralc organelles.

In the male, the existence of A _, A ,, and all differentiating

pr ax

sperraatogonia in a syncytial arrangement provides an amplification

mechanism, for these cells either survive or degenerate in groups (45).

The observed progression of degenerative changes in groups of cells with

cytoplasmic connections strongly suggests that inactivation of one cell is
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sufficient to kill the entire group. Thus the effective target size is

much larger than the single cell, and as a result, the effect of doses as

low as 3 rads of y rays can be detected on the A, and In spermatogonia of

the mouse.

Even though we do not yet understand the mechanism of cell, killing,

the exquisite sensitivity of the primordial germ cells, oogonia, gonocytes

of the embryo and fetus, and the differentiating sperraatogonia and arrested

oocytes of the mouse to cytotoxins make these excellent test systems for

detecting the presence of noxious agents. The relationship of this

cytotoxicity to fertility is direct. Killing of germ cells in the embryo

and fetus affects lifetime reproductive performance in both males and

females. Even though temporary sterility may be induced in the adult male,

fertility eventually returns if a sufficient number of stem cells survive.

In the female, however, oocytes cannot be replaced, and reduction in oocyte

numbers can result in premature onset of sterility.

The relationships of cell killing to genetic effects is more complex

and less direct, and acts primarily by altering the frequency distribution

of stem cells among stages of the raitotic cycle, and by affecting the cell

stages available for testing, and thereby, the types and frequencies of

genetic effects observed in the offspring.
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SUMMARY

Chromosome aberrations are a major component of radiation or chemically

induced genetic damage in mammalian germ cells. The types of aberration

produced are dependent upon the mutagen used and the germ-cell stage treated.

For example, in male meiotic and postmeiotic germ cells certain alkylating

chemicals induce both dominant-lethal mutations and heritable translocations

while others induce primarily dominant-lethal mutations. Production of these

two endpoints appears to be determined by the stability of alkylation products

with the chromosomes. If the reaction products are intact in the male

chromosomes at the time of sperm entry, they may be repaired in fertilized eggs.

If repair is not effected and the alkylation products persist to the time of

pronuclear chromosome replication, they lead to chromatid-type aberrations and

eventually to dominant-lethality. The production of heritable translocations,

on the other hand, requires a transformation of unstable alkylation products

into suitable intermediate lesions. The process by which these lesions are

converted into chromosome exchange within the male genome takes place after

sperm enters the egg but prior to the time of pronuclear chromosome replication

(i.e., chromosome-type). Thus, dominant-lethal mutations result from both

chromatid- and chromosome-type aberrations while heritable translocations result

primarily from the latter type. DNA target sites associated with the production

of these two endpoints are discussed.



I. INTRODUCTION

Chromosome breakage contribute heavily to hunan genetic burden. It may

result In chromosome loss, which often leads to lethality but occasionally to

viable aneuploids, or to viable exchanges and inversions. In mice this class of

genetic damage is readily induced in certain germ cells by ionizing radiations

and by numerous chemical mutagens. Thus, transmissible chromosomal aberrations

resulting from induced breaks and rearrangements are certainly a major concern

in the evaluation of genetic risk. How they are produced in germ cells and what

their consequences are In affected conceptuses are important question In our

attempt to evaluate genetic risk from exposure to chemical mutagens and in

understanding the mechanisms for aberration Induction.

Aberrations that lead to early lethality among conceptuses do not

contribute to the population's genetic burden for obvious reason. On the other

hand, aberrations that permit survival and reproduction have untoward effects on

the affected individuals as well as on soae of their immediate descendants. In

mice, dominant-lethal mutations and heritable translocations not only best

exemplify these two classes of end effects but they are also the most widely

used endpoints of transmitted chromosome breakage effects in practical testing

and hazard evaluation. Thus, this report will be restricted to the discussion

of these two endpoints as they are used In practical testing - i.e., response of

male germ cells - with emphasis on possible mechanisms for induction.

II. DOMINANT-LETHAL MUTATIONS

A. Historical background

Dotdnant-lethal mutations are genetic changes in parental germ cells that

cause death of affected first generation progeny. The earliest information on



doninant-lethal effects in mammals came from experiments with ionizing radiation

(see the extensive review by W. L. ilussell, 1954). It was first observed that

exposure of male laboratory animals to X rays prior to mating during the

presterile period resulted in the increase in abnormal embryos and reduction in

litter size. Ther.e effects were shown eventually to be caused by induced

chromosomal aberrations.

The first observation of doninant-lethal effects induced by a chemical

mutagen was made with the compound TEM. Jackson and Bock (1955) observed that

males given either a single dose, or daily doses for five consecutive days, or

daily doses of TEM for a prolonged period became infertile even though the males

mated normally and produced spermatozoa during and after treatment. This

"infertility effect," which was also observed in nice, was found shortly to be

the result of early embryonic death (Cattanach and Edwards, 1958; Steinberger

et al., 1959; Bateman, 1960). The demonstration by Cattanach (1957) that TEM

induced heritable translocations at the raale postmeiotic stages in which

embryonic lethality effects were also associated suggested strongly that

chromosomal aberrations were the cause of the doninant-lethal response. This

cause and effect relationship was later proved from cytological analysis of

first and early cleavage embryos (Matter and Jaeger, 1975; Hitotsumachi and

Kikuchi, 1977; Barki and Sheridan, 1978). Actually, an "infertility effect"

similar to that induced by TEM was reported first for nitrogen mustard by

Falconer, Slizynski and Auerbach (1952). However, up to this time dominant-

lethal data for this compound are inconclusive.

B. Expression of dominant-lethal effects

In mice, embryonic death resulting froa dominant—letha1 mutations are

usually expressed between the two-cell stage and shortly after implantation.



Low levels of dominant-lethal effects are usually expressed in terms of

increased number of deciduoiaata. Dominant-lethal mutations that are expressed

in embryos that fail to implant are usually observed when dominant-lethal

effects are high. In fact, at extreme levels, all embryos in a female may die

well before implantation that the female shows no sign of pregnancy. An example

of induced dominant-lethal effects is shown in Table 1 wher° induced effects

were observed in the following order as a function of dose: increase in percent,

dead implants, reduction in the average number of living embryos, reduction in

the average number of total Implants, and reduction in the proportion of

pregnant females among mated ones. It is generally believed that induced

dominant-lethal mutations are almost exclusively chromosome breakage events.

The dominant-lethal test is useful for testing the mutagenicity of chemicals.

It is a simple and quick procedure. Many laboratories throughout the world are

now using this method in practical testing.

C. Spermatogenesis stage differences in sensitivity to dominant—lethal

induction

It is extremely important for anyone who intend to use the dominant-lethal

test to have a good understanding of the variety of responses by various stages

in spermatogenesis to chemical mutagens. To date, a great number of chemicals

had already been studied for induction of dominant—lethal mutations in male

mice. Those that are clear-cut inducers induced dominant lethals only at

specific stages in spermatogenesis — i.e., none of them induced dominant lethals

at all stages in spermatogenesis and the stage or stages affected may vary from

one chemical to another. To illustrate stages differences, only a few chemicals

will be considered here.



Chemicals differ dramatically in the stages at which dominant lethals can

be induced. For instance, isopropyl methanesulfonate (Ehling et al., 1972) and

triethylene raelamine (Cattanach and Edwards, 1958) induce dominant lethals in

spermatozoa, spermatids and spermatocytes; ethyl methanesulfonate, methyl

methanesulfonate and n-propyl methanesulfonate only in spermatozoa and

spermatids (Ehling et al., 1968; 1972); Myleran in spermatozoa and spermatocytes

(Ehling and Mailing, 1968); Mitomycin C, in spermatids, spermatocytes and

possibly differentiating spermatogonia (Ehling, 1971) and 6-mercaptopurine

exclusively in late differentiating spermatogonia and possibly early meiotic

spermatocyte (Ray r.nd Hyneck, 1973; Generoso et al., 1977). It should be noted

that all chemicals mentioned here induced dominant lethals in postmeiotic germ

cells in one stage of development or another with exception of 6-merc.c.ptopurine.

So far, no cremical agent has been shown unequivocably to be effective in

Inducing dominant lethals in spermatogonia stem cells. This is not to say that

no chemical induce chromosome breakage in sperraatogonia stem cells. On the

contrary, there is evidence although equivocal, through cytological analysis of

spermatogonial metaphases (mixture of differentiating gonia and stem cells),

that certain chemicals do break chromosomes of these cells (Adler, 1974;

Luippold et al., 1977). If, indeed, chromosome breakage is induced at this germ

cell stage, the absence of dominant-lethal effect may be explained by the

possibility that cells with chromosome lesion do not make it to the ejaculate -

i.e., they are lost sometime during spermatogonial divisions and spermatogenic

maturation.



D. Differences between stocks of females in their yield of dominant-

lethal mutations

The oocyte is ovulated with its chromosomes in the nieLaphase of th2 second

meiotic division. It remains in this state until stimulated by sperm entry to

undergo further development. The fertilized egg of mice can repair certain

premutational lesions present in the fertilizing sperm and the yield of

dominant—lethal mutations is affected by the strain of females used to mate with

the treated males (Generoso et al., 1979a). The ability of fertilized eggs to

carry out repair and permit survival of the embryo varies from one strain to

another depending on the chemical mutagen used. However, we have found that

certain strains of females consistently gave relatively high dominant-lethal

frequencies for all chemical mutagens we have studied so far. Because the

genotype of the egg has significant role in the processing of premutational

lesions that are carried in the chronosoines of mutagen-treated male germ cells,

this phenomenon must be taken into consideration in practical testing. Without

addressing this problem, negative results may simply mean that treated males

were mated to females from repair-competent strains.

E. Differences between stocks of males in their sensitivity to induction

of dominant—lethal mutations

The yield of dominant-lethal mutations may or may not be affected by the

stock of males treated depending upon the mutagen used. As shown in Table 2 the

yield of EMS-induced dominant lethals for (101 C3H)F. was about twice as much

as that for T-stock males. A similarly clear-cut difference between these two

stocks exist for IMS with T-stock males showing the lower dominant-lethal

effects than (101 x C3H)F.. T-stock males, however, are not always relatively

more resistant to rautagenic chemicals. It can be seen in Table 2 that T-stock



daily doses. Therefore, depending upon the nature of the test chemical, it may

be necessary to use more than one treatment procedure.

1. Treatment of Parental Males

Generally, three methods of treatment are used in practical dominant-lethal

testing-single dose, daily dosing for five consecutive days and daily dosing for

8 weeks. Whatever method of treatment is used it is generally believed that the

test should include the maximum non—toxic dose or concentration (also called

maximum tolerated dose, MTD, or concentration, MTC). The MTD information, if

not yet available, should be determined first in a toxicity study, in which,

immediately after treatment (in case of single dose) or immediately after the

last dosing (in case of repeated treatment) or at the last day of exposure (in

case of feeding studies) surviving males are to be caged with untreated females

in order to find out the effect of treatment on the mating ability of males.

The optimum number of parental males to use in a dominant-lethal experiment

depends in part on the ability of the males to breed and on the reproductive

performance of the females. When suitable males and females are used, 36 males

for each experimental and control groups should be adequate.

2. Mating procedure

The mating protocol to use depends upon the treatment procedure used.

Males given a single dose and males given five consecutive daily doses should be

mated serially for at least 8 weeks. This length of mating period will ensure

analysis of the response of the various stages i« sperraatogenesis. Males that

are exposed for 8 consecutive weeks, on the other hand, would have had their

germ cells exposed to the chemical throughout the time spermatogenic cells are
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going through the maturation process. Consequently, these males need to be

mated onl> for one week beginning immediately after the end of exposure.

When libidr. :s not a problem, each treated male is cagud with t^o untreated

feniales. Every in. ̂ning, females are examined for presence of vaginal plugs

(indication of mating) and each female that copulated is removed and replaced by

a virgin female. All mated females are killed for uterine analysis 12 to 15

days after observation of the vaginal plug.

G. Selection of females for use in the dominant-lethal test

In addition to the repair phenomenon described in Section II.D, there is

another important consideration in choosing the strain of females to use in the

dominant-lethal test. This has to do with the various criteria (see

Section II-H) for evaluating dorainant-lethal effects. All criteria are based

upon information obtainable from analysis of the uterus sometime after females

had been mated. Of particul?.: importance is the normal incidence of dead

implantation because clear-cut increases in the incidence of dead implants is an

unequivocal evidence that doninant-lethal mutations were induced in treated

males. Obviously, it is most desirable to use a strain of females in which the

normal incidence of dead implantation is low. It should be emphasized that the

incidence of dead implantation can vary greatly, not only with age, but also

with strain of females. Examples of normal incidence of dead implantation in

control females from various strains is shown in Table 3. In addition to low

frequency of dead implantation, other qualities of desirable strains are large

litter size, high proportion of matings (as indicated by vaginal plugs) during

the receptive stage of the estrous cycle and high uniformity among females.

These characteristics are more likely to be found among hybrid and random-bred

stocks than in inbreds.
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H. Evaluation of Mutagenicity

Mutagenicity of che test compound is decided by a combination of the

following criteria: (1) increase in the frequency of dead implantations,

(2) increase in the number of females with one or more dead implants,

(3) reduction in the average number of living embryos, (4) reduction in the

average number of implantations and (5) reduction in the frequency of fertile

matings. Generally the first three criteria and, In some cases (when the

induction rate is high), also the fourth criteria are expressed together. The

fifth criterion is expressed only whei. dominant-lethal induction approaches 100%

i.e. each fertilizing sperm carries at least one lethal mutation that results in

embryonic death prior to implantation. Apparent sterility of some treated males

may be 'lue to dominant lethality or to physiologic reasons such as the inability

of treated ;,iales to mate during the posttreatment sick phase; thus the value of

checkin • o vaginal plugs. In experiments where males are serially mated,

analysis may be done on data pooled into successive two—day intervals. In

experiments where males are mated for only one week, data may be pooled into iwo

groups - first four days and last three days.

III. HERITABLE TRAKSLOCATIONS

One of the consequences of chromosome breakage induced in specific stages

in male gametogenesis Is the production of symmetrical reciprocal translocations

which can be passed to some of the first generation progeny. Carriers of these

translocations, referred to as translocation heterozygotes, are highly viable

and generally cannot be distinguished from normal mice by casual observation of

progeny. Because heritable translocations are by definition, scored among live
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progeny, they provide a very definitive and unequivocal measure of chromosome-

breakage effects. Furthermore, they are generally considered to be the most

important endpoint of induced chromosome aberrations with respect to genetic

risk assessment.

A. Historical background (see reviews by W. L. Russell, 1954 and

W. M. Generoso et al., 1980)

Like dominant-lethal mutations, the initial evidence that heritable

translocations in mice are readily inducihle in certain postsperraatogonial

stages came from early studies with ionizing radiation which showed that among

progeny of irradiated males rhiire w e a number of semisterile aaimals which

transmitted the semisterile characteristic to about half of their progeny (Snell

and co-workers 1933, 1934, 1935). The hypothesis that the cause of

semisterllity was the presence of a translocation which led to Lhe production of

gametes with unbalanced chromosome constitution was confirmed a few years later

through genetic (Snell, 1941, 1946) and cytological (Koller, 1944; Koller and

Auerbach, 1941) studies.

In the late 1940s and early 1950s V7hen it was already clear that, like

X—rays, nitrogen mustard compounds have the ability to induce chromosome

rearrangements in several species, attempts were made to see if this effect

could be found in the raouse (Auerbach and Falconer, 1949; Falconer et al.,

1952). Although one of these studies (Falconer et al., 1952) indicated the

effectiveness of nitrogen mustard, it failed to demonstrate convincingly the

induction of heritable translocation when male mice were treated with this

chemical. This failure may be attributed to the low number of progeny tested.

Unfortunately, no further siudy with nitrogen raustard has been reported.
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Ir. 1957, the first clady showing clear-cut evidence of the induction of

heritable translocations by a oemical, triethyleneraelamine (TEM), was reported

(Cattanach, 1957). Subsequent studies with TEM and other alkylating chemicals

showed that heritable translocations are readily induced in male postmeiotic and

meiotic stages but not in earlier stages.

B. Effects of translocations among carriers

Approximately one-third of all chemically or radiation-induced

tranpiocations result in male sterility. The nature of these translocations has

been studied extensively (Cacheiro et al., 1974; Cacheiro, 1977, Russell and

Montgomery, 1969). One general class of translocations that results in male

sterility consists of sex-chronosome - autosoroe translocations. Another general

clacs, whJcn constitutes the majority of induced cases of F, malf sterility,

involves trai ̂ locations between autosoraes in which at least one of the breaks

occurs close to one end of a chromosome (either distal or proximal).

Occasionally sterility also ensues when nore than one reciprocal translocations

are present. The great majority of sterile males have distinctly small testes

(about one-third that of normal size). In most cases, spermatogenesis is

blocked at one stage or another; of the few that have sperm in the epididymis,

the concentration is markedly lower than normal and the sperm are generally

nonnotile with a high frequency of morphological abnormalities, such as bent

tail. Generally, females that are heterozygous for either class of

translocation are semisterile (Generoso et al., 1978a; Russell and Montgomery,

1969).

Tht: rest of the ti-anslocations are of the partially sterile kind. The

degree of partial, sterility is dependent upon the proportion in which balanced

and unbalanced gametes are represented in the ejaculate, and this in turn is a



function of meiotic segregation. The unbalanced sperm, which are produced

through adjacent-1 and adjacent-2 segregations and 3-1 misdivision, are capable

of fertilization, but they lead to early embryonic lethality observed primarily

as resorption moles. The degree of partial sterility may vary from that which

is substantially lower to that which is substantially higher than 50%. On the

average, the percentage of living embryos among normal females that were mated

to partially sterile translocation males is only 43—44% that of normal females

that were mated to normal males (Table 4). This indicates that the percentage

of gametes with unbalanced chromosome constitution in the ejaculate is 56-57%.

There is evidence that the length of translocated chromosome segment has some

influence on the proportion of unbalanced gametes in the ejaculate (Giueroso

et al., 1981). Long translocated segments appear to favor the formation of

unbalance.' gametes.

In addition to fertility effects certain iranslocations may have other

adverse effects. For example, S^xby (1979) have found three different

trans locations, each of which was associated with specific skeletal abnormality.

We have recently found a translocation that is associated with behavioral

abnormality (chromosomal and pathological studies n this translocation stock is

in progress).

C. Inducibility of heritable translocations ai_ various stages in male

gametogenesis

like doninant-lethal mutations, induction of heritable translocations is

stage dependent (Generoso et al., 1978). Among chemicals studied so far, only

alkylating chemicals have been shown to clearly induce heritable translocations.

However, not all alkylating chemicals are effective in inducing heritable

translocations. Chemically induced heritable translocations have been recovered
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only frora treated meiotlc and postmeiotic germ cells of males. Extensive study

on spermatogonia stem cells showed that none of the chemicals studied (TEM, TEPA

and cyclophosphamide) significantly induced heritable translocations at this

germ cell stage. Ionizing radiation, on the other hand, are clearly effective

in inducing heritable translocations in the gonia stem cell (Generoso et al.,

in press). This striking difference between alkylating chemicals and ionizing

radiations is surprising in view of the fact that the chemicals studied, like

ionizing radiations, are potent inducers of heritable translocations in male

postmeiotic stages. To date, there is no satisfactory explanation for this

difference.

D. General procedure for the heritable translocation test

The heritable translocation test is carried out in the following sequence:

(1) treatment of parental males, (2) mating of treated males and production of

first generation progeny (3) testing of progeny for translocation heterozygosity

and (4) statistical analysis of data. Detailed presentations of the basic

principles and extent of use of the heritable translocation test were published

previously (Generoso et al., 1978; 19801. Please refer to these publications

for details.

1. Treatment of parental males

Because of stage specificity, the treatment and mating procedures must

ensure the sampling of the most sensitive stage to the test chemical if this

chemical is indeed a mutagen. Unlike in the dominant-lethal test, it is not

practical to use the single dose or the five consecutive days regimen followed

by a long-term mating schedule because in order to ensure adequate sampling of

the most sensitive perijd would require large total numbers of progeny. Thus,
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the only practical method of treatment for the heritable translocation test is

to subject parental males to long-terra exposure. It was mentioned earlier that

heritable translocations were inducible by chemical rautagens only in meiotic and

postrueiotic stages. To ensure treatment of these stages, males need to be

exposed continuously for a minimum of 5 weeks. Exposure time may be extended to

8 weeks or longer to allow manifestation of effect the chemical may induce on

germ-cell maturation (e.g. enzymatic alterations) in ways that could increase

subsequent sensitivity to chemically induced chroraosooal lesions. If only one

dose level is used, this dose should be the MTD. Finally, because the primary

use of the heritable translocation data is in genetic risk assessment, the route

of administration should be the one that is most relevant to human situation.

2. Mating Procedure

When libido is not a problem, each treated male is caged with two untreated

females for a period of one week immediately after the end of treatment. As a

general rule, larger effects are expected when males are mated closer to the end

of treatment. At the end of one week, females are separated from males and

caged individually. All male progeny are weaned and all female progeny are

discarded.

3. Testing of Hale progeny for translocation heterozygosity

Screening for translocation heterozygotes nay be accomplished by using one

of two general procedures. The first method, referred to as fertility

technique, consists of testing the males initially for sterility and partial

sterility (also referred to as semisterility) and subsequently cytological

analysis of suspect progeny. The other method bypasses the fertility test; all

male progeny are subjected to cytological analysis (cytological technique).
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These procedures were described in detail in Generoso et al., 1978 and 1980

publications.

IV. POSSIBLE MECHANISMS FOR CHEMICAL INACTION OF DOMINANT-LETHAL MUTATIONS

AND HERITABLE TRANSLOCATIONS

Gei cell stages differ from one another in many biological properties,

including repair competency and interval between S phases, and it is reasonable

to assume that any particular mutagenesis-related mechanism that operates for

one germ cell stage may not necessarily operate for another. For Chis reason,

discussion on the mechanisms for induction of dominant-lethal mutations and

heritable translocations is restricted to stages In which both endpoints are

known to be Inducible - i.e., raeiotic and postmeiotic male germ cells.

Because dominant-lethal mutations an' heritable translocations are both

endpoints of chromosome breakage events and because ionizing radiations produce

them simultaneously in the same meiotic and postmeiotic ĝ rra cell stages, it was

natural to assume in the beginning that production of these two endpoints

involves the same initial events that randomly result in symmetrical (heritable

translocations) and asymmetrical exchanges and deletions (dominant—lethal

mutations). This general belief was strengthened by the observations that the

allcylating agents studied in the beginning, i.e., TEM and EMS, not only induced

both endpoints but the respective rates of induction were positively correlated

in dose—response studies (Cattanach, 1957; Cattanach, Pollard and Jackson, 1968;

Generoso et al., 1974; Matter and Generos, 1974; Generoso, Cain and Huff, 1978).

To date, hrvever, new information (1) strongly indicates that the chemical

Induction of these two endpoints does not necessarily share the same mechanism
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and (2) provides an insight on the possible molecular events that lead to the

production of dominant-lethal mutations and heritable translocations.

With respect to alkylating chemicals, it is reasonable to assume that

alkylation of DNA is the initial step that leads to aberration formation. [It

should be pointed out that Sega and Owens (1978) associated protamine alkylation

to dominant-lethal effects of EMS] The challenge, however, is determining which

specific target sites are responsible for the formation of various types of

aberrations. This is a difficult problem because there is a multitude of

reactive sites in the DNA molecule and it has not been possible to effect

binding only on any single target site in mammalian germ cell chromosomes.

Thus, at best, interpretations of the most likely adducts responsible for

induction of dominant-lethal mutations and heritable tra.islocations comes from

association between genetic data and what is known about binding with DNA and

about the properties of various adducts.

Unlike the old belief, dominant-lethal mutations and heritable

translocations are not always induced at the same relative rates (Table 5).

Among compounds studxed in our laboratory over the years, IMS, BaP and ENU were

found to be effective in inducing dominant-lethal mutations but induce very few

or no heritable translocations at the same germ cell stages. This is in

contrast to the effects of EMS, MMS, TEM, EtO, MNU and cyclophosphamide, all of

which are effective in inducing both endpoints. This finding suggests that the

primary lesions that IMS, BaP or EMU induced that resulted in dominant-lethal

mutations are different from those that resulted in heritable translocations.

In other words, the simple interpretation that the same mechanism is responsible

for the random production of dominant—lethal mutations and heritable

translocations is not always correct.
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Ic was concluded in previous reports (Generoso et al., 1979, 1982;

Generoso, 19S2) that the relative rates at which dominant—lethal mutations and

heritable translocations are produced from chemical treatment of meiotic and

postmeiotic male germ cells depend upon the stability of alkylation products

with DNA. Heritable translocations are induced by chemicals at a high rate

relative to dominant-lethal mutations when the corresponding alkylation products

are converted into interchanges prior to the first postfertilization chromosomal

division, and chemicals whose reaction products persist to the time of first

chromosomal division, or possibly even to subsequent early cleavage divisions,

induce mainly the types of aberrations that lead to dominant lethality.

Further, heritable translocations arise primarily from chromosome-type exchanges

while doainant-lethal mutations arise from both chromosome— and chromatid—type

aberrations. For chemicals like IMS, ENU and BaP dominant-lethal mutations

appear to come primarly from chroraatid-type aberrations Thus, chromosome— and

chrcmatid-type aberrations are associated with unstable and stable reaction

products, respectively, "he question, then, is what are the corresponding DNA

target sites?

We have stated earlier that our interpretation of the likely adducts

responsible for the production of dominant-lethal mutations and heritable,

translocation will have to be made from association between genetic and

molecular data. In Table 3 one can see the compounds for which genetic and DNA

binding data are available. The chemicals that are effective in inducing

heritable translocations (EMS, MMS, MNU amd EtO) alkylate primarily the N-7

position of guanine. The chemicals that are ineffective in inducing heritable

translocations but are effective la inducing dominant-lethal mutations (IMS and

EMU) alkylates primarily the oxygen of the phosphate backbone (forming
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phosphotriesters) and oxygen in bases, such as 0-6 position in guanine, and very

little alkylation of the nitrogen positions. ConsisLent with the stability

interpretation, N-7 alkyl guanine adducts p.ra not stable and are lost via

hydrolysis resulting in the formation of apurinic sites. Alkylation products

with oxygen of bases and phosphotriesters, on the other hand, are highly stable.

Thus, heritable translocations are associated with unstable N-7 alkylguanine

and, likely, with N-3 alkyladenine as well since the latter is also highly

unstable.

There is evidence that the process of chromosome exchange involved in

heritable translocations takes place after sperm entry (Generoso et al.f 1981)

and that it is necessary for the unstable adducts to ba transformed into

intermediate lesions, perhaps into apurinic sites, before fertilization in order

for this process of exchange to take place (Generoso et a I., 1982).

The unstable adducts could also lead to dominant lethality through

formation of chromosome-type asymmetrical exchanges and deletions but tht stable

oxygen alkylations are associated primarily with the production of

dominant-lethal mutations. After fertilization the stable adducts in the nwle

genome are either repaired by the egg (see Section II-D.) or lead to

chromatid-type aberrations.

Finally, it is inherent in our interpretation of the mechanisms that the

production of c1 romosome • and chromatid—type aberrations ere not necessarily

mutually exclusive. On the contrary, it allows for both classes t<̂  be produced

at relative rates that may differ from one mutagen to another, depending upon

the array of DNA adducts produced.
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Table 1. ^ose-offeet; of EMS in the Induction of t!o"i1 na:it-l Pth.il mutations in male nice'

Dose

(rag/kg)

Control

100

150

7.00

250

300

No. of
mated
femalesb

22

25

21

77

29

21

No. of
pregnant
females

22

22

21

25

15C

1

Total
implants

anonr; fertile
females
(avg)

7.7

7.5

7.2

e iAfi.'t

4.5C

2.0

Living
embryos

among fertile
females
(avg)

7.1

v.n

5.9C

3.5

1.1

n

Dead
implants
(percent)

7

7

19

45

71

100

Living
percent

Among
fertile
females

-

99

83

49

15

0

embryos as
of controls

Among all
mated
females

-

86

82

46

8

0

From Oeneroso et al., 1974.

All matings occurred IS.5-7.5 days after treatment.

"P < 0.01 for comparison with control.

P < O.os for comparison with control.



Table 2. Differences between stock of male mice ln response to dorainant-lethal effects of EMS.

Treatment Stock of. malese Number of
mated

females11

Number of
pregnant
females

Number of
live embryos

(ave)

Dead
implants

Dominant
lethalsb

U)

EMS

(200 mg/kg)

(C3H x C57BL)F
1

(101

(SEC x C57BL)Fj

T-stock

39

37

45

43

36

35

43

39

5.4

2.8

5.7

7.6

47

68

44

30

50

74

47

30

Control (C3H x C57BL)F

(101 x C3H)F

(SEC x C57BL)F

T-stock

23

18

21

23

22

17

19

19

10,2

10.6

10.8

11.5

Females used were from (C3H x C57BL)F stock.

Calculated using the formula: % D.L.
average number of living embryos (experimental)

[i _ . _ ] x mo.average number of living embryos (control)

All calculations were based on the pooled control average of 10.8 from all stocks.

cTreatment to fertilization interval -- 61/2 to 91/2 days. EMS was administered as a single i.p. injection.

CControl females were mated
for another study.

to 71/2 days after injection. They were also used as contemporary control
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Table 3. Strain Differences in Reproductive Performance of Female Mice

Strain

T-stock

(101 * C3H)F

(SEC x C57BL)F.

Number of
mated

females0

65

51

40

Fertile
ma tings
W

94

96

83

Number of
implants

(ave)

8.5

7.3

9.8

Number of
living
embryos
(avg)

6.8

6.9

9.3

Dead
implants

(%)

20

6

5

From Generoso and Russell (1969).

These females served as controls of an experiment.

Slating was indicated by the presence of vaginal plug.
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Table 4. Average Fertility of Partially Sterile Male Translocation
Heterozygotes Produced fron Postmeiotic Treatment of Male Mice

Treatment Class

No. of
No. of No. of living Dead
males implants'3 embryos'3 implants
tested (avg) (avg) (%)

X-ray

TEM

EMS

Partially sterile

Normal

Partially sterile

Normal

Partially sterile

Normal

30

39

119

69

98

39

9

9

9

10

9

10

.1

.6

.2

.0

.3

.7

3

9

4

9

4

10

.9

.0

.2

.5

.5

.2

(43%)c

(44%)c

(442)°

57

6

54

5

58

5

From Generoso et al. (1978b).

Six pregnancies were analyzed for each partially sterile male and three for
each normal male.
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Table 5. Association Between DNA Adducts and Inducibility of Dominant-Lethal
Mutations and Heritable Translocations

Mutagen

BaP

IMSb

ENUb

MNU

MMS

EMS

EtO

TEM

CycJ^phosphamide

Induction of

Dominant
Lethals

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Heritable
Translocations

Not Detected

Low

Low

High

High

High

High

High

High

Alkylation at
N-7 Guanine

-

7.6

11.5

67.0

83.0

65.0

90.0

-

-

Percentage of total alkylation in DNA (Ehrenberg et al., 1974; Lawley et al.,
1975; Singer, 198?).

Mosf: of the reaction products are in oxygen of the phosphate backbone. Oxygen
in bases are also alkylated to a lesser extent.


